
Redball Hooded Sprayers FAQ
SPK645 Self-Propelled Broadcast Hooded Retro Fit Kit

How long does it take install the SPK645?1
Approximately 10 man hours.

How long does it take to remove hoods from the boom?2
Approximately 15 - 20 minutes.

How do I use the SPK645 in the field?3
Front wind curtain should be touching the crop canopy or target area for the best drift control performance.  Border field 
with only the hooded sections of boom to meet buffer requirement of the pesticide.  When spraying dicamba formulations, 
after you have met all restrictions for buffers, wind, or any other restrictions and operator decides no risk to sensitive 
crops, spray using entire boom.  Always follow local and chemical label regulations.

How do I check if tips are plugged as I cannot see them?4
TeeJet® offers a monitor that can measure flow out of each tip.  

How do I rinse the hoods if I switch pesticides?5
When changing to another pesticide, the inside of the hood and wind curtains should be pressure washed as well as the 
outside of the hood, using same rinsing requirements as a standard open boom.

When the boom is folded with the SPK645 kit installed, how wide is the transport width?6
The Redball Hoods will add approximately 24'' - 36'' of transport width on each side of the sprayer making the overall 
transport width approximately 48'' - 72'' wider.  This is similar to the size of many NH3 toolbars during road transport.

Do I still use drift agents?7
Follow label guidelines for drift agents on the pesticide label.

Are TTI tips compatible with the SPK645 kit?8
Yes.  When using TTI tips in Redball Hoods you must use the special metal fasteners (included with kit) to tilt the nozzle 
body so that the TTI tip spray pattern is spraying with a vertical orientation like other normal tips.  The standard flat metal 
nozzle body fasteners would be used for most other tips.

How much do Redball Hoods weigh?9
They weigh 8.75 lbs. per foot of hooded boom.
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